
Programming Early Evidence —Folder # 14 

1. Hoover to Rowley 11/23/’63 62-109060-104. ... To bring Rowley on board 

\ w/ LBJ/Hoover plans to frame Oswald as the assassin of JFK. . Note: 

Hoover's note to Bobby Kennedy onAL/22 j in another folder in this series. . 

2. Specially looked at p. 1 Where Dr. Burkley. tried to limited autopsy 

procedures. . ., (See Horne p. xlv. .. .What volume are we talking about? 

Follow up is that both Rowley and Burkley were “rewarded” by LBJ.... 

3. Refiled under Paraffin testing. ... 

4. As stated... This is a dupe filed in other folder. . . 

5. Key Doc **** Notes that Drain took possession of evidence on 11/22/63. . 

.at 3:40 P.M. RG 65, Box 56, section 149, folder 2... .*** Key because it 

runs counter to Day’s alleged control of K1 until 8 or 8:30 P.M. on 11/22 

before it was turned over to Drain. . .***copy filed under Key Docs. . . 

6. As recorded. . 

7. As stated... .The early evidence (hundreds of items) that were shipped out 

of Dallas under Drain’s custody on 11/23 at 2:30 A/M. or thereabouts to 

BuLab. . (point here : was there enough here to make a case against 

Oswald... .Answer is a big fat no... 

8. As stated. . 

9. DeLoach to Mohr 11/26/63 62-109060-1435 Section 18.... Interesting in 

that pressure was placed on Wade (somehow) to get him to agree to turn 

over all evidence to FBI. (Does Wade ever come clean and point to pressure 

from LBJ to concede to this arrangement?) We do know that Wade kept 

boxes of files on the case in his office. . . They still are held today by the 

current DA. | must have notes on this. .. .check w/ my Wade Files. . . 

10. Reassigned... 

11. Key *** doc. Jevons to Conrad 3/26/’64 RG 65, Box. 110, folder ??? 

recorded(dumb ass). . . FBI just getting around to collecting the 3 bullets 

that Dr. Rose extracted from Tippit. .. .Rankin got on them to come up with 

this evidence (all mooted said Hoover). . . Test results were “no conclusion 

could be reached as to whether or not these bullets were fired from the 

same weapon or whether or not they were fired from Oswald’s revolver.” 
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1. Classic Hoover nemo Key 11/23/’63 62-109060-104. .. .Hoover sets OY 

out the “evidence” against Oswald..... none of it was more than Hoover’s WP, 

iS on political need to bring Rowley abroad on the Oswald did it and he did it 

a alone. .. .Get Rowley abroad w. the official solution to the crime. (I might . 

rt want to check out 

ut . Talbot “Brothers” for his assertion that on 11/22 Rowley told Bobby that his 

brother was the victim of a conspiracy. . .BBoth Rowley and Burkley were lyf 

ww rewarded by keeping their own counsel .. .See Horne on this. ean 
—_—_— > 

wae 3. Key Doc. Guinn on NAA testing of M/C rifle (like alleged murder weapon 

and the significant blow back w/ positives on both cheeks*****Notes 

testing after 2 % hours after shooting. .. .Oswald’s paraffin tests were 

“miles” later..... import??? 

4. Rosen to Belmont 11/23 notes that Drain will leave Carswell AF base at 2:51 . 

a.m. with evidence... .”will assure continuity of evidence” which was 

never the case. .. integrity of the evidence was violated big time.. . 

5. Note that Drain took possession of evidence featured in #4 above at 3:40 

P.M. CST... . But does not lease Carswell until 2:51 A.M. on 11/23... A 

6. Note to myself about integrity of the evidence ... .See Malcolm Blunt file 

and check with John Armstrong. . . 

7. Amore comprehensive listing of evidence received by BuLab on 11/23 early 

in morning by Drain... Note: Suspect’s shirt reference in these evidence 

transfer docs. .. .Means to FBI the shirt Oswald wore when “he shot JFK.” 

Notes Drain took possession of rifle 3:40 P.M. cst. (Caw 00; pibave) 

9. DeLoach to Mohr 11/26/’63 Cover story that FBI did not get evidence from 

DPD until 11/26. .. . Shanklin will go with this story with the press. . . 

10. Hugh Aynesworth interview with Wesley B. Frazier 11/16/2000... Frazier 

sticks to story that the bag Oswald had on 11/22 was too short to carry K1 

even broken down. . . filed w. Oswald as Sole Assassin... 

11. 
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Box 2, Folder 14 (Set 2) 

11.Conrad to Jevons 3/24/’64 FBI just getting around to testing the 3 

other bullets found in Tippit’s body by Dr. Rose..... Rose extracted 

these on 11/22... .FBI just getting around to bringing them into 

evidence. . . .(why bother w/ new evidence when it cannot make your 

case any stronger; just the opposite). . . .FBI ballistics could not match 

These three bullets to Oswald’s revolver. .. .bottom line. Followed by 

explanations why no positive match could be made.... 

12. SAC, Dallas to Director 3/14/’64 Expedite ... .FBI forced to explain why 

it never retrieved the other three slugs from Tippit. . . .(Why bother 

when the Case was Mooted by Oswald’s death. .. .). Why would they 

want to find out that the slugs could not be matched to the Oswald 

pistol. ***** 

13. Shanklin doc. on tracing the evidence... .Not any value as far as | can 

see.



Early Evidence/Folder # 14 —addendum 

1. Hoover to Rowley 11/23/’63 62-109060-104 Hoover (at LBJ’s request) to 

draw Rowley into the scheme to blame single-lone-nut for Dallas. . .This 

even as Hoover admitted earlier to LBJ on 11/23/’63 (before leaving for the 

track in Pilmico) that the case against Oswald was “not very, very strong.” 

Also bring Hoover's 11/22/’63 phone call to RFK on 11/22 re: Oswald as the 

likely assassin ...Based on nothing. . .(Read carefully the alleged case 

against Oswald laid out in this document. 

4. Rosen to Belmont 11/23/’63 62-109060-106 (section 1).. .Note where it 

says Drain will guarantee continuity of evidence.. . 

5. Notes that Drain took possession of evidence on 11/24/’63 at 3:40P.M. 

CST and returned to Dallas (and Day) after Oswald’s murder. . .62-109060- 

6028(B)(3) or 124-10059-10440. .. 

7. As stated. .. .but take special attention to note on Todd... He had Q1 

the bullet from the stretcher (Connally’s where it was planted). . . .Use this 

w/piece on Todd and bullet at NARA w/o Todd’s initials. . . Just Day’s. 

9. This doOc implies that pressure was brought on Wade to turn overall 

evidence to the FBI.; . .11/26/’63 

11. Can | find copy of this in other folders for the folder no.?.. . .No 

evidence that can connect these 3bullets to Oswald’s pistol. . . 

Key 12. Important: review why FBI never bothered to collect these three 

bullets. . .Key file. ..**** 

13. Read again. . .Carefully for what it says about the Walker bullet. . THIS IS 

A KEY DOCUMENT... .READ CAREFULLY. .


